NEWSLETTER No. 11 – SPRING 2016

1. From the Chairman: 2016 has started well for the CVBG, with events in the first
three months being fully attended, another booking form is enclosed for events
in May, June and July.
In January and February, the training sessions, recording buildings in Hackthorpe, saw
ten members measuring, drawing plans, elevations and sections of a house with a
seventeenth century core. It was subsequently enlarged and altered. Working out the
sequence gave members an interesting task. Besides the house, the bothy in the yard
was recorded. We should have the full report
compiled very soon.
The study day held on 19th March was
attended by forty members at the Helena
Thompson Museum, Workington. It was an
excellent venue with helpful staff and
volunteers and superb technical facilities.
The subject of the day The Farmstead, was
basic to our group’s work and the
presentations and farm visit were excellent.
A full report will appear in the next
Members view the north elevation of the Bothy at
newsletter.
Hackthorpe. © Clive Bowd
Those of you who are members of CWAAS will
have seen the booking form for the joint event in October, when CVBG and CWAAS
will hold a study day in Burgh by Sands. We will send out a booking form with the
Summer newsletter, but if you wish to use the CWAAS one sooner, that will be fine.
There should be plenty of room for everyone.
In connection with that event, on building materials, members are invited to send in
contributions for the presentations. We are seeking examples of the use of animal,
vegetable and mineral resources in Cumbria’s
buildings.
For example, Animal materials can include hide,
leather, wool, blood, dung, hair, horn etc. Vegetable
– thatch, (straw, heather/ling, bracken, turf etc.),
specific wood, rushes, textiles etc. Mineral – apart
from stone and clay, could include glass, iron, lead
etc.
Members assembling in the courtyard
at Schoose Farm. © Mike Turner

If you find particular mention of these, as you research
documents, please let us know, giving references. For
instance, I found a documented example of a thatched roof on a known building
being replaced by stone flags, with the date and cost. Photographs would be helpful.
Thank you.

June Hall.
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EXTRA EVENT – VISIT TO TOWNEND (TROUTBECK)
Saturday July 2nd (Cost TBC)
We have an opportunity to visit Townend, a National Trust property and one of
Cumbria’s most renowned vernacular buildings during a period this year when
it will be subject to significant repairs. The internal finishes are to be stripped
back to the building fabric. The principal challenge of these works is to extract
and replace the two beams which run across the principal (south) façade
and which act as lintels to the windows (these beams having developed wet
rot).
The building owner (N.T.) is aware of potential widespread interest – a rare
opportunity to see the innards of a Grade1 Listed Building – and will be running
a series of guided tours to show off the works. This is a great expedition to add
to CVBG’s 2016 calendar and the proposal is for a group to join one of the
N.T.’s guided tours.
If you are interested in participating on this tour please email Peter
MacGowan who will be organising the trip, this will give him an idea of the
level of interest and possible numbers.
Details such as when during the day and duration of tour and any entrance
cost involved have yet to be published by the N.T. Your signing up is therefore
more an expression of interest than a commitment. Peter will circulate further
and better particulars to those who have registered interest, as soon as they
are available.
Email Peter to register pmac@mcmac.co.uk

Please note also that there is
plenty to see in Troutbeck, so
a short visit to the house could
be part of an outing for
members to use their time to
suit themselves.

© National Trust
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2. Vernacular Architecture Group Conference
Below is an article written by bursary student, Tansy Collins about Day 3 of the visit to
Alston, Alston Moor and Borderlands: Pennine Stone and Defensible Buildings.
*(Reproduced, with permission, from the VAG Newsletter, No 69 – Aug 2015)
Although I covered the final day of the conference, I would like to start with how
useful I found the introductory talk on the first evening by (Professor) Angus Winchester
in providing the context for the three distinct areas we visited. His comments
regarding colour for landscape and building material combinations were interesting,
and I marked over and over
how striking the red sandstone
is. However, it was his comment
on the “green and grey” of the
southern regions that brought to
mind the New Model Army song
of that name where valleys of
green and grey feature
prominently but also “rain swept
hills”. It was said more than
once throughout the
conference that cloudiness and
drizzle was the norm for a sunny
day in Cumbria but in covering the final day I experienced a truly beautiful day, unlike
the first morning when the provision of a vernacular “livestock” shelter was welcomed
by all.
I was very much looking forward to seeing the bastle houses that were so much a
feature of the Anglo-Scottish border in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
particularly as the tradition endures much later around Alston than elsewhere,
continuing into the late eighteenth century. Though bastle houses were a particular
focus of the day, the coach tour notes were great in providing points of interest along
the route and we were treated to a variety of building types to satisfy different
interests.
Glassonby Bastle, of late
sixteenth century date, was a
perfect starting point for the
day as it retains most features
characteristic of the
defensive buildings type, as
outlined by Adam Menuge in
his insightful talk on Friday
evening where he termed
bastles and bastle-type
dwellings as a house-overbyre, akin in some ways to a
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longhouse set on end. Features include
walls of substantial depth, the byre
entrance in the short elevation and the
first floor dwelling entrance in the long
elevation, as well as external stairs. These
stairs are secondary (not being tied into
the main structure) added when a
retractable ladder was no longer
necessary for defence. Doorways with
holes for draw bars, small windows and
ventilation slits were typical, and although
ventilation apertures to the byre on one
side must have been replaced with the
existing larger apertures, we found one
convincing example.
The next stop was Alston and an
opportunity to investigate a number of
buildings, though I only mention a sample.
The VAG horde separated into small
groups or individuals, the better to
implement varying plans of attack, these
leading to enquiries from members of the
public wondering why we were infiltrating
their town armed with cameras and notebooks. No true bastle houses are known
within the settlement itself, but many buildings bear marked similarities, such as first
floor living, which suggests the design of the bastle house had an influence on the
vernacular architecture of Alston. Instead of a
byre at low level, however, it appears that many
housed stables or service rooms or workshops.
The timber utilised in many of the roof structures
reflects the character of the local materials
available and is waney, but in every instance
skilled workmanship is evident and many were
given decorative detailing such as chamfers and
stops. The outbuilding behind Ryder House was
built as a small warehouse or workshop, thought
to have an association with the brewing industry,
but it was the roof and floor structure that I found
of
particular interest. The use of softwood members
of even and regular scantling made a striking
contrast with the local waney timber seen in the
other buildings in Alston, and the discovery of
multiple examples of scribed marks (none
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relating to the assembly of the roof structure) might suggest that the timber was
imported from the Baltic. I have been studying these mark types and although none
were of the particularly legible forms, many seem to be of the tally category and were
added prior to conversion. I was struck by two other aspects of the town. Firstly, the
level of survival of early windows and doors is high and I found this reassuring from a
conservation perspective and I hope this continues, unlike many other areas where
plastic windows ruin the historic integrity of far too many buildings. The second aspect
was the unusual and slightly quirky nature of many of the doors in the town.Leaving
Alston, we visited The Old Bastle, Nentsberry Hall, which retains many of the typical
bastle features, but in addition a smoke hood within the kitchen, and then it was on to
Dacre Tower at Naworth Castle. Built in 1346 in response to an invasion from Scotland,
the tower survives largely intact
with its original entrance or “yatt”
that leads to a barrel vaulted
lower room and a staircase to
the upper floor. It was at this stop
that the sentiment “no man gets
left behind” was tested when we
left minus one of our number who
found the allure of the yatt too
tempting! Happily the following
car saved the day and the lost
soul was reunited with us at the
next stop to Stonehouse in
Naworth Park and the bastle
house Denton Foot. Stonehouse
is an example of what may be
considered a high-status bastle
house and does not entirely
conform to the standard noted
above, with its ground floor
doorway in the long elevation
and an impressive corbelled
chimney stack at upper level.
This was a sad visit in some
respects; when Brunskill took the
VAG conference to see Stonehouse in 1965, the king post roof trusses on cranked tiebeams were in place, but the roof is now gone and only fragments of roof timbers
survive rotting amongst the vegetation.
The final visit of the conference was to Dacre Hall at Lanercost Priory, a very impressive
structure with fine king-post roof trusses, tree-ring dated to 1465 though of “mid
sixteenth century style”. I enjoyed listening to a good discussion amongst members as
to the system for holding the painted boards of the ground floor ceiling where it was
suggested (as I understand it) that the mortices and long chased-in slots were for short
bridging joists to hold the boards rather than the boards themselves.
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The evening closed with the obligatory pint in the Gin Case bar and an interesting
discussion that brought me back to the beginning of the day when I felt the buildings
(such as the bastle type houses) reflected a region characterised by strength and
fear, a direct result of the raiding along the borders. This discussion allowed me to see
many of these buildings in a different light, where bastle houses were not only
constructed for defence but also for show, and may reflect cattle trading further
afield where the ability to demonstrate safe accommodation for cattle was as
important as the actual protection it conferred. This reminded me that there were
numerous pressures influencing any design, both within a “vernacular” building
tradition and without.
I am currently at the end of studying on the Master’s degree in Building History
(University of Cambridge) and attending this conference has been an enjoyable and
educational experience. I cannot thank everyone who supported my application for
a bursary enough, and I cannot think of a better system that provides so much
information and knowledge (in the handbook) while allowing you to assess the
buildings directly accompanied by lively discussions with experts on all aspects of
vernacular buildings.■
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3. ‘Rainwater Goods’. Fluid assets of our built heritage.

‘Rainwater goods’ is the
collective term for the
management
of
rainwater falling on our
buildings. In Cumbria such
systems are of paramount
importance, often going
un-noticed
until
a
blockage occurs! Most
period houses sport castiron
gutters
and
downpipes, the odd few,
those made of lead. This
reflects changing fashions
and upgrades over time.
Slate covered roofs are
the norm, due mainly to
local availability and durability.
Thatch (requiring no rainwater
goods) can be seen around the
Solway for instance, along with
sandstone on the fringes of the
Lake District. Medieval houses
are few, whereas Tudor and later
periods are well represented.
Early
‘rainwater
goods’
comprised open ended timber
gutters lined with bitumen or lead
supported on timber or stone
corbels projecting from the wall
below the eaves. With time
came lead combined with
moulded stone, or timber,
forming enclosed parapets with
spouts. But clean water was an
asset and soon lead downpipes
feeding wooden water butts, or
lead
cisterns,
became
commonplace. Lead salvaged
from
monasteries
at
the
Dissolution, plus increased lead
extraction in Elizabeth’s time in
the Keswick and Patterdale
areas, and on Alston Moor
amongst others, brought costs

Tullie House, Carlisle.

Kirkland, Kendal.
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Acorn Bank

down. Downpipes tended to be square following medieval tradition, and remained so
well into the Georgian period. The lead was primarily cast in sand, forming sheets,
making construction of boxlike forms easy.

Sleddales Almshouse, Kendal.
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Integral with the system were
hoppers. These are box-shaped
structures seen at the top of the
downpipe under the eaves. Hoppers
provide collection points for water
fed from the gutters. They prevent
backup of water in gutters leading to
damp problems within the property
by a gap between the gutter and
the hopper allowing for any overspill,
expansion of ice should it form, and
give immediate notice of any
blockage within the downpipe.
Hoppers provided surfaces for
embellishment. Plumbers, workers in
lead, made individual designs for
their clients, leaving us a rich
assortment of motifs, initials, crests
and dates. This decoration formed
part of the mould, or was applied
using
separate
cast
pieces.
Medieval hoppers often exhibit
additional decoration in the form of
battlemented tops and tracery
creating shadow. Add to this gilding

and painted highlights, then you gain something of the impression such fittings made
to rich and poor alike. Downpipes were often decorated too, along with the brackets
attaching them to the wall, likewise the lead cisterns. Cisterns can be seen adorning
gardens used as planters. The National Trust house Acorn Bank has an example. Dated
1778, this cistern also carries the crowned initials T.A.E, family crests, dolphin type
creatures and a portrayal of St. George and the dragon. Another at Leven’s Hall is
dated 1704 and carries winged cherubs and a rose, along with the initials I.G. for Col.
James Grahame the owner of the house. Such cisterns are a study in themselves,
evoking the times and aspirations of the period in which they were made.
Lead remained the main material for rainwater goods through into the mid nineteenth
century. Its incorruptibility, along with ease of working, made it ideal for outdoor use.
Later in the Georgian
period
plainer
designs
came
into
vogue.
Cylindrical
downpipes
became more common,
especially on town houses.
However, iron foundries had
opened up in many towns
by the late 18th century;
supplying custom made
orders and off the shelf
products. But it’s not until
the second quarter of the
nineteenth century that
lead was superseded with
cheaper
cast-iron,
the
‘plastic’ of its age. The
Gothic Revival made good
use of the new technology,
and is well represented in
our rainwater goods, with
prime examples to be seen
in most Victorian high
streets.
Charlie’s House, Kendal.

In
Kendal
Georgian
buildings predominate, but many exhibit cast-iron hoppers carrying dates and initials of
the owners recording a Victorian makeover. More exuberant examples are pure Gothic
Revival, Sleddales Almshouse of 1886 and over the art shop in Kirkland where mythical
beasts ward off evil! Purism too is to be seen in the reuse of lead for hybrid medieval/Art
Nouveau hoppers of 1900 at Blackwell, Bowness-on-Windermere. However, fine
Georgian examples in lead are still to be seen on buildings in Kendal, Charlie’s Café in
Stricklandgate perhaps the best. Here the hopper takes the form of a box morphing
into a heart shaped lower section decorated with a griffin and the date1724. The
hopper serves a tubular downpipe held in place by large rectangular brackets
exhibiting griffins. All are painted black with the detailing gilded, making these rainwater
goods stand out. In this instance the front elevation of the property represents a facelift
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of the earlier house built in 1690. The above examples highlight the need to be wary of
dated rainwater goods as they often commemorate a facelift, an extension or a
marriage, not necessarily the date of the original build. Tullie House in Carlisle is an
exception and is perhaps the premier
example of the use of ornament on lead
rainwater goods in Cumbria. Dated1689,
the surfaces are covered in foliage
decoration and cherubs, whilst the hoppers
are heart shaped, harking back to the
tastes of the Tudors and Stuarts. Here is
polite architecture at its finest, but with local
vernacular touches, the plumbers in all
likelihood being local lads.

But don’t let the best examples overshadow
those that are to be found throughout
Cumbria. Other locations for studying
rainwater
goods
include
Keswick,
Whitehaven, Cockermouth, Penrith and
Maryport. Bear in mind that most examples
represent properties owned or built by the
better off in society in their time, the landed
Charlie’s House, Kendal.
gentry, merchants, professionals, craftsmen
and the like. However, good examples can
be seen on housing from the mid Victorian period through into the mid twentieth
century. Mass production in turn brought simpler systems that could be installed by the
general builder. By and large these consist of utilitarian assemblages servicing
developments funded by private trusts and local authorities, for the benefit of workers
covering a wide spectrum of disciplines. These developments have seen many
changes in their physical and social makeup. As I wrote this article, the Kirkbarrow
housing estate in Kendal, built by the local authority in the mid 1930’s, was undergoing
major roof improvements. Although the original slates were being reused, ridge tiles,
barge boards and lead flashings were being substituted with modern materials. Iron
framed skylights and entire chimney stacks have been removed and any remaining
iron rainwater goods replaced with plastic. Now if you want to see what one of these
houses looked like when first built, you need to compile a picture from the odd detail
that remains on houses in private ownership. Having said this, some of the most
interesting, period, rainwater goods can be seen in side streets, above the formal
frontage, or hidden away around the back, unseen and unloved. I find that looking up
to a building can result in far more than a stiff neck, more often than not it results in a
little bit more of the historic heritage that Cumbria has to offer. ■

Article and Image copyright Clive Bowd.

January 2016.

(All the illustrated examples can be seen from the public highway, or are open to the public.)
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4.

FORTHCOMING CVBG EVENTS

 Wednesday 13th April, 1.30 – 5.00pm Walkabout Penrith.
Friends Meeting House, Meeting House Lane.
Please book straight away if you haven’t already done so.
(m.kingsbury455@btinternet.com)
Penrith has an exceptional number of early buildings tucked away. Our
member, Professor Michael Mullett, will be guiding us round medieval
and 16th/17th century surviving buildings, which he is researching for a
forthcoming history of Penrith. (A booking form was sent with Newsletter 10)
Booking Form enclosed for events in May/June/July
Book Early Please
 Tuesday 10th May, 1.30 – 4.00pm, Walkabout Cartmel.
Committee member Dan Elsworth will lead this walk round one of
Cumbria’s most interesting villages. This event is FREE but as car parking
is restricted in the village we are planning to meet at the race course
on the west side of the village. It is pay and display and the latest
information is that the cost is £4 for the day, you will be advised prior to
the event. There is a toilet and information point here and is the best
meeting place.
 Wednesday 15th June, 7.00 – 9.00pm, Visit to Newby Hall.
Seven miles south west of Penrith, by kind invition of John and Margaret
Weaver. This Grade II* listed house is a remarkably complete 16th and
17th century building, the tower of which is incorporated in the 1685
remodelling.
 Thursday 7th July, 10.30 – 3.30, Duddon Valley Longhouses.
Committee member Dr Helen Evans will lead the day’s programme to
a less frequented part of Cumbria. The walk to the longhouses involves
a short stiff climb and scramble, for those not able/willing to join this
walk there will be an alternative, more of which will be advertised in
the update newsletter.
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5.

NEWS FROM OTHER GROUPS

CVBG is a member of several other groups. We receive their newsletters and
information and pass this on if any events are appropriate to our work. The current
newsletters will be brought to our monthly events, so please take a look at them.


VAG. (Vernacular Architecture Group). This is the national group for which
we hosted last year’s annual conference. Mike Kingsbury, Claire Davison and
June Hall will be attending the attending conference in Lincoln, at the end
of March.



YVBSG. (Yorkshire Vernacular Buildings Study Group). The Yorkshire group
held their AGM and day conference in Leeds on 12th March. The conference
theme was Inns and Public Houses



SVBWG. (Scottish Vernacular Buildings Working Group). We have not heard
from this group recently, but hope to arrange a joint event with them before
too long, as many themes around the Border are worth exploring.



BALH. (British Association for Local History).

Also worth a look for current news and meetings are the websites of –


Historic Farm Buildings Group. www.hfbg.org.uk



Regional Heritage Centre. www.lancaster.ac.uk/rhc



Regional Furniture Society. www.regionalfurnituresociety.org.uk



Historic England. www.historicengland.org.uk (formerly English Heritage)

Pinion Wheel – Blennerhasset Mill © Mike Turner
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